
longer time for the atmosphere to adjust passively to a velocity
perturbation.

Figure 2. Comparison of velocity data, on the left, with a very small
fraction of intensity data recorded at the South Pole.
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Figure 3. Plot of the ratio of intensity amplitude to velocity ampli-
tudes in figure 2. The points represent two different ranges of €
values.
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A South Pole telescope
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The idea of an astronomical observatory at one of the poles of
the Earth must have suggested itself to many astronomers,
particularly those interested in variable stars, planets, and the
Sun because of the changes which occur in these objects in
relatively short time intervals. It is exceedingly frustrating to
have the observation cease because of the star setting (or reach-
ing such a low altitude that the observations became mean-
ingless) or because of the Sun rising—particularly when obser-

vation is curtailed just when the most interesting changes are
taking place. This is particularly true when the period of light
variation is some multiple of a day, but even in other cases,
continuous observing spells are extremely important.

Unfortunately, the only sites at which such criteria can be met
are those at or very near to one of the poles. An added advan-
tage of such a site is that the altitude of a star will remain
constant so that there will be no brightness changes caused by
the change of air mass through which the starlight must pass

The south terrestrial pole is preferable to the north for at leas
two reasons. First, the southern stars have been documente4
much less than the northern, because there are more telescope
in the Northern Hemisphere. The second reason is even mor
important: there are no facilities at the North Pole for shieldin
and supplying observers and for providing power and shelter
for the telescope, associated equipment, and all the other essen-
tials needed to carry on an observing program. All of these are
now available at the South Pole.
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Consequently, nearly 20 years ago, a small telescope was
taken to the South Pole. A volunteer observer who was present
for another program used the telescope to estimate the very
important factor of "seeing," or steadiness of the star images,
and also kept track of a number of clear hours. The results were
extremely encouraging, but financial difficulties delayed their
rapid implementation. Thus, it was decided to build an auto-
matic telescope to minimize the cost of operation. This was
done, and a 3-inch telescope was established by a field team in
January and February 1984. The wintering scientists for the
National Science Foundation programs monitored the results,
reported difficulties to us via telex or patch radio, and made
alterations at our suggestions. We have become familiar with
the on-site difficulties of operating in the world's harshest en-
vironment. In January 1985, another field team went down for
on-the-spot evaluation. As a result of this past year's experience,
we are now making extensive modification and expect the tele-

scope to be fully operational by the next austral winter. In
making our modification, we have had extensive discussion
with local experts in low-temperature instrumentation.

When the instrument is re-installed, we plan to study the
unusual eclipsing variable gamma-two Velorum, which has
shown rapid changes (time scale of minutes) in the emission
features of helium-two and carbon-three while the nearby con-
tinuum has remained constant. Observers question whether
there is any periodicity in these changes, because other nights,
the entire system has remained constant in brightness. Only a
long series of continuous observation will solve many of the
problems presented by this system. The gamma-two Velorum
question is but one of many that can be answered only through
the use of a telescope at a polar location.

This research was supported by National Science Foundation
grant DPP 84-14128.
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When the potentially overwhelming advantages of carrying
out certain astronomical observations at the South Pole were
first noted ('Committee on Polar Research 1970), it was predicted
that the exceedingly low water-vapor content would make this a
superb site for infrared astronomy. This was confirmed by later
measurements (Smythe and Jackson 1977). The ultimate test
was performed during the 1984-1985 austral summer when our
U.S.-French collaboration successfully conducted the first sub-
hiillimeter astronomy experiment there.

The sky noise was a factor of 10 less than at Mauna Kea,
heretofore the world's best infrared site. The same equipment
used at Mauna Kea was modified to withstand ambient tem-
peratures down to -40°C. For the first time, the sensitivity of the
helium-four cooled photometer at the focus of a 45-centimeter
primary mirror was limited by the instrumental noise rather
than by fluctuations of atmospheric emissions. Furthermore,
the precipitable water vapor content was significantly below the

0.5-millimeter lower limit of the earlier measurements (Harvey,
Pomerantz, and Duvall 1982).

The observations included:
• Galactic studies—mapping of galactic emission over several

target regions, spectrophotometry of galactic emission at
three selected longitudes at 460, 720, 850, and 920 microme-
ters, and observations of a dense core in a molecular cloud.

• Extragalactic studies—dust emission of nearby spiral galax-
ies, Sunnyaev-Zeldovich effect and fluctuations of cos-
mological background including scans through two clusters
of galaxies.

• Calibrations (photometric and beam profile)—Jupiter, Venus,
and the Moon.

• Properties of atmosphere—water-vapor column density.
For illustrative purposes, we show in figure 1 the spectrum of

the emission of the galactic center region, including data at 900
micrometers from Hawaii as well as from the South Pole. Similar
spectra have been compiled for other regions of the disk: the
complex associated with W41 at galactic longitude f,, = 24° and
the average emission between 3° and 35°. The processing
of the South Pole data will yield additional spectra of, for exam-
ple, the complex at f, j = 352° and the Carina region at f,, = 285°.

Interstellar dust is responsible for most of this emission for
wavelengths (X)greater than 4 micrometers. Data points at
wavelengths less than 20 micrometers have been corrected for
the interstellar absorption (open circles in figure 1), and the
stellar component of the emission has been subtracted from the
spectra (dashed line in figure 1). Thus, the resulting spectra
reflect the dust emission alone. At wavelengths less than 300
micrometers, the spectrum XI(X) is proportional to As-
suming a Rayleigh-Jeans regime for the interstellar medium
(Blackbody emission proportional to X 4), and using a dust
emissivity proportional to x 2 as derived from specific observa-
tions, we obtain a spectrum proportional to X - ". Therefore, the
Rayleigh-Jeans regime does not apply, which implies the pres-
ence of cold dust (temperature less than 15° Kelvin), in the
interstellar medium.

Further information on the dust temperature can be obtained
by a numerical inversion of the equation giving the measured
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